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Abstract

Automatic verification of code against functional properties is an important part of software engineering. A widely used approach are intermediate verification languages, or IVLs. Programs from high-level languages such as Eiffel, Java or C are encoded using IVLs. Verifiers exist that generate verification conditions from IVLs; the verification conditions can in turn be checked by back-end provers - either SMT solvers such as Z3 or interactive solvers such as Isabelle. The two most widely used IVLs are Boogie and Why. While Boogie relies mainly on SMT solvers (Z3 in particular), Why is geared towards a variety of different back-end solvers, including SMT and interactive ones. This thesis presents the design and implementation of a translator which takes Boogie programs and produces semantically equivalent Why programs. This allows programmers to use Why and its powerful verification system as a back-end alternative to Boogie. Even if the translation does not currently fully support a small number of features of the Boogie language, it is usable in practice on a variety of examples. To demonstrate, we evaluated the translator on 19 benchmark programs, including bubble sort, linear search and binary search trees. The translator produces semantically equivalent Why programs for 18 of the benchmarks programs, which can be verified automatically using the Why prover.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Static verification of software systems is a complex task within software engineering. To make verification of programs written in high level languages such as Java, C, and Eiffel feasible, several approaches have been proposed and implemented \cite{20,39,7,8}. To separate such programming languages from logic used by theorem provers, intermediate verification languages (henceforth IVL) are often used to encode programs \cite{24,40,23}. Verifiers can then generate verification conditions from IVLs, which can in turn be checked by theorem provers.

Two classes of theorem provers are \textit{interactive provers} \cite{3} and \textit{satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers.} As the name suggests, \textit{interactive provers} rely on human input and aid in checking verification conditions. Prominent examples of such provers are Isabelle-HOL \cite{37}, PVS \cite{30} and Coq \cite{3}. SMT solvers on the other hand work automatically by trying to solve decision problems in first order logic. Widely used examples are Z3 \cite{9}, CVC4 \cite{2} and Alt-Ergo \cite{4}.

Two prevalent IVLs are Boogie2 \cite{33} and Why3 \cite{14}. Boogie relies mainly on SMT solvers, and is particularly geared towards Z3. The only available interactive prover is HOL-Boogie \cite{7}, which is supported only when Boogie is used with a specific C front-end. On the other hand many systems have been developed to translate different programming languages into Boogie, such as Dafny \cite{22} or AutoProof \cite{40} for Eiffel. Why currently supports at least 16 SMT solvers and 3 interactive provers as back-ends \cite{18}. While systems such as Krakatoa for Java \cite{13} translate high-level programming languages into Why, their number is not as high as for Boogie.

The aim of this thesis is to design and implement an automatic translation mechanism from Boogie programs to Why programs. Our translation mechanism will make it possible to use the Why system as a back-end for verifiers that output Boogie code. Therefore systems which currently translate into Boogie could make use of Why’s extensive list of back-end provers, including interactive ones, without the need of any alterations. Furthermore, each verification system may generate different verification conditions, which can again make a program more amenable to verification.

The two main challenges of the translation are:

1. **Semantic equivalence.** Boogie is imperative, while WhyML is a func-
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We must be certain that our translation mechanism produces semantically equivalent code, even if a construct from Boogie is not available in WhyML. In other words, our translation must be sound: Proven correctness of the translated program must imply correctness of the original Boogie program.

2. Verifiability. Given a Boogie program which is correct and sufficiently annotated with specifications, our translator should produce WhyML programs which are amenable to verification.

The first point is very important, as an unsound translation would be of no real use. Some features—such as axioms—can be translated one to one, while others—such as recursive functions, frame clauses or procedure declarations—must be axiomatized or encoded with different structures. To ensure the second point, our translator must be able to include all important specifications at the right points. These include pre- and postconditions, invariants, and triggers.

The translator in its current state supports most Boogie features, such as procedures with contracts, functions, and constant declarations with parent relations. Currently not implemented in our translator is support for the following constructs: attributes, bitvectors, go tos, and polymorphic maps. Because of these limitations, the tool cannot handle Boogie programs generated from verification systems such as AutoProof [28], as they rely on polymorphic maps to encode heaps. Nevertheless, we show how these constructs can be translated, so support can be added in the future.

To demonstrate the usability of our translator, we translate 19 different benchmark programs. The benchmarks consist of annotated implementations of wellknown algorithms such as bubble sort, an automatically generated program from AutoProof, and some programs which contain different Boogie features. Of all the programs we tested 18 are translated into semantically equivalent WhyML programs and 17 are automatically verified using the Why3 system.

Outline. Chapter 2 gives a short introduction into Boogie2 and Why3. The next chapter 3 demonstrates the translator design and most important implementation details. Subsequently, chapter 4 explains the important steps of the translation in detail. It serves as a reference of how the translation operates, and argues that the resulting WhyML code is semantically equivalent to the input code and therefore the translation is correct. Chapter 5 serves as a manual for the translators API and CLI interfaces with usage examples, while also explaining how the API may be extended in the future. Chapter 6 first evaluates the translator based on benchmarks to show the translated code is also amenable to verification, and then demonstrates potential use cases in practice. Finally, chapter 7 draws conclusions on the design and implementation, before stating possible future work.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter serves as a quick introduction into Boogie and Why. Some more refined details of both are presented in chapter 4 as we present the translation and reason about its correctness.

2.1 Boogie

Boogie, currently in its second version, is an intermediate verification language. Boogie is also the name of the verification tool which takes Boogie language programs as input and generates verification conditions, which are passed to a backend prover, the SMT solver Z3 by default [25]. In this section we introduce the main features of the Boogie language, which is a combination of imperative constructs, and specifications in first-order logic. A detailed description of the language is available at [33], while shorter introductions can be found at [40] and [41].

Boogie has 4 inbuilt types (int, real, bool, and bit-vectors), a map type, and the ability for a user to define types. Bit-vectors are written as x bv y, where x is the decimal value of the bit-vector and y is its length.

Figure 2.1 demonstrates a newly defined type building, and the usage of inbuilt and map types for the declared variable inhabited.

The imperative part of the language consists of procedures, implementations, local and global mutable variables, assignments, if-then-else structures, while loops, and gotos. Procedure declarations can be annotated with specifications such as preconditions (requires), postconditions (ensures), and a list of global variables which the procedure might modify (modifies). Pre- and postconditions have the option to be marked as free, in which case they may be assumed when appropriate, but do not have to be checked when otherwise necessary. Loops may be annotated with invariants, which also have the possibility to be free.

havoc is a construct which introduces non-determinism into programs, by assigning arbitrary, blindly chosen values to variables. These values may be bound or checked using assume and assert statements, respectively. Figure 2.2 demonstrates their usage.
type building;
const white_house: building;
function size(b: building): real;
axiom (∀ b:building • size(b) ≥ 0.0);
axiom (size(white_house) = 5100.0)
var inhabited: [building]bool;
procedure move_in(b:building)
  requires ¬(inhabited[b]);
  ensures inhabited[b];
  modifies inhabited;
{
  inhabited[b] := true;
}

Figure 2.1: A simple Boogie program.

... var i,j: int;
//assign values
i := -1;
j := -2;
//randomize values
havoc i,j;
//bound values
assume i ≥ 0;
assume j > i;
//check values
assert j > 0;
...

Figure 2.2: Usage of non-determinism within Boogie programs.
2.2 Why

Why3 [17] is another platform for program verification. Its language is called WhyML. The verification tool offers a rich API, so it can support many different back-end provers. A detailed description of Why3 and WhyML is given at [5]. Here we present the most important features of the platform and language which are needed for the translation.

WhyML does not contain any inbuilt types. Instead, the Why3 platform has a standard library which contains theories. These theories introduce and axiomatize the most widely used types, such as map, int, real, bool, list. A WhyML program is called a module. An example module is presented in figure 2.3. Just as in Boogie, WhyML contains specification structures. In contrast to Boogie, WhyML is mainly a functional programming language with some imperative structures.

The specification structures precondition (requires), postcondition (ensures or returns), loop invariant, and assert and assume statements behave just as their Boogie counterparts. Frame clauses are specified differently, namely using writes and reads clauses. Additionally, loops and recursive functions may contain a variant to prove their termination.

let expressions, while technically being functions, behave similarly to Boogie procedures. They contain input and output arguments (which may be an empty tuple (\()) and can be annotated with specifications. Their body may also contain imperative structures such as loops and if-then-else statements. Figure 2.4 shows the difference between a global variable (counter) and an abstract function. Abstract functions return a new non-deterministic value each time they are invoked. The non-determinism may be bounded with pre- and postconditions. In essence, they behave like procedure declarations without a body in Boogie. For global variables, we use the imported ref library, which is simply a wrapper for mutable types. The contents of such a type may be accessed with an exclamation mark (!), and assigned to with the usual syntax (=), as seen in figure 2.3.
module Building_example
use import map.Map
use import real.Real
use import bool.Bool
use import ref.Ref

type building
constant white_house: building

function size(b: building): real
axiom A1: forall b:building . (size b) ≥ 0.0
axiom A2: (size white_house) = 5100.00
val inhabited: ref (map building bool)

let move_in (b:building) : ()
requires not !inhabited[b]
ensures {!inhabited[b]}
writes {inhabited} (*optional in WhyML*)
  = (inhabited := (set !inhabited b true))
end

Figure 2.3: A manual translation of the Boogie program in figure 2.1.

... val counter: ref int
val havocBool(): bool ...

Figure 2.4: Difference between global variable declaration and an abstract function.
Chapter 3

Translator Design

This chapter first presents an overview of how the translator from Boogie to WhyML is designed. Then the most important technical choices of the implementation are demonstrated.

3.1 Translator Overview

The Boogie to WhyML translator operates in four main steps.

1. Parse Boogie code and generate an abstract syntax tree (AST).
2. Manipulate and rewrite parts of the AST based on predefined rules.
3. Translate the AST into a semantically equivalent WhyML AST.
4. Output WhyML code based on the translated AST.

3.1.1 Step 1 - Parser and AST generation

In the first step an abstract syntax tree must be created of the Boogie program. As a grammar reference, the paper "This is Boogie 2" [33] is used. Some syntax has changed with respect to the paper, and we adjusted the parser to take these changes into account. Several (open source) tools already exist which produce such an AST in different programming languages [31][32][36]. For the Boogie parsing part of this project, most of the code from [36] is reused. Some adjustments were necessary to support some newer Boogie syntax. BoogieAmp and these changes are presented and detailed in section 3.2.3.

3.1.2 Step 2 - Boogie AST

Boogie has several constructs without a direct equivalent in WhyML. In this step, these constructs are rewritten based on predefined rules, using only co-
Figure 3.1: Overview of the translation mechanism.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the translation mechanism.

structs which are available in WhyML. This Boogie to Boogie transformation step facilitates the subsequent steps by producing Boogie statements with a more direct correspondence to WhyML statements. It is important that the semantics of the Boogie program remain the same after this step.

3.1.3 Step 3 - WhyML AST

This step generates a new WhyML AST from the Boogie AST. Chapter 4 describes in detail how each construct is translated. The goal is not only for the translation to be semantically equivalent, but also verifiable using the Why3 platform.

3.1.4 Step 4 - WhyML code

In this last step the generated WhyML AST is traversed and corresponding WhyML code is produced. The outputted code can be stored in a file and subsequently verified using the Why3 system and its back-end provers.

3.2 Implementation Details

The translation tool is implemented in Java using the Visitor Pattern [27] for most interesting parts.
3.2.1 Visitor Pattern

Both the Boogie and WhyML abstract syntax tree can be accessed using visitors. The implementation makes heavy use of this. The Boogie AST is traversed \( n \) consecutive times (where currently \( n = 8 \)), each time completing a further step of the translation. A similar approach is used by Trudel et al. [38] to automatically translate C into Eiffel. This has the benefit of keeping the translation very modular, as a step can easily be added (or replaced) by creating a new visitor or (adjusting an existing one) - see section 5.2.3 for more details and examples. A concern might be added run time, however in practice the time of the translation seems to remain within a couple seconds - tested with programs with up to 1000 lines of code.

3.2.2 Formula, Term, Expression

Boogie expressions are split into three groups in the WhyML syntax: formula, term, and expression [17]. When the translator reaches a Boogie expression in the AST, it must know which of the three possibilities it should generate for the WhyML AST. This information relies on the context and is stored in the private field `formulaTermExpression` of the class `BoogieTranslator`.

3.2.3 BoogieAmp

To parse Boogie files and generate abstract syntax trees the open source project BoogieAmp [36] is used. Next to an AST generator, it also offers a `TypeChecker` class which adds information about the type to each node. We made several modifications to the source code of BoogieAmp to meet our requirements. The new code can be found at [1]. Boogie2Why3 uses BoogieAmp as a precompiled library.

**Visitor Pattern.** The generated AST is extended to accept visitors, such that accessing it matches the style of the rest of the implementation.

**New Syntax.** Boogie has introduced several changes to its syntax since compared to the initial description in [33], such as the handling of integer vs real division [26]. Since BoogieAmp uses the original syntax, we made several adjustments to be compatible with the new syntax.

**AST mutability.** Several `setter` methods were added to the AST nodes. This allows the nodes to be modified after creation, such as renaming variables or replacing nodes altogether.
Chapter 4

Translation Scheme

This chapter explains the important steps of the translation in detail. It serves as a reference of how the translation operates, and demonstrates why the resulting code is semantically equivalent to the input code and therefore the translation is correct\(^1\).

Once a Boogie file is parsed and a corresponding AST is generated using BoogieAmp’s API, the AST is modified in several steps in preparation of the translation to WhyML. Then the actual translation into a WhyML AST is performed in several steps, before the resulting code is finally printed to a file. All these steps are described in detail in this chapter.

4.1 Identifier renaming

The first step is to rename identifiers based on two criteria:

- Using characters which are allowed in WhyML. The allowed characters represent a subset of the ones which are allowed by Boogie. \([17],[33]\)
- Explicitly differentiating shadowed identifiers. Boogie lets procedures shadow (among other things) global variables with input arguments, which is not allowed in WhyML \([33]\). Therefore such identifiers are given a new and unique name.

This part of the translation is handled by the class BoogieIdentRenaming which implements Boogie’s ASTVisitor. An example can be found in figures 4.1 and 4.2.

**Correctness.** Identifiers are renamed consistently, and variable shadowing is made explicit. Therefore the semantics of the code is not altered in any way.

\(^1\)Modulo bugs in the implementation
//shadowed x, unsupported char ‘.’
var x: bool;

procedure p (x: int) returns (y:int)
ensures x = y;
{
  y := x;
}

Figure 4.1: Shadowed variable x and unsupported character ('.').

val __x : (ref bool )

let __p_IMPL0 (__x: int ) : int
returns{|__y_DOT_ → ((_ __x ) = (__y_DOT_ )) }=
{|__y_DOT_.contents ← __x ;
  assume { true }
 )with
|Return  → assume { true }
end ;

__y_DOT_.contents

...
4.2 Type checking

The next step is to use BoogieAmp’s TypeChecker class to fill out information about the concrete types in the nodes. It is important to perform this step after all identifier names are final. Any application that modifies the Boogie AST should re-run the type checker before feeding the AST to the translator.

In the current implementation, this is the last step before a WhyML abstract syntax tree is created. The following sections describe how each Boogie construct is translated into a corresponding node in the WhyML AST. Unless otherwise noted, the implementation can be found in the Boogie Translator class.

4.3 Constants

Constant declarations in Boogie have two properties which must be considered during translation:

1. Uniqueness
2. Order specification

A constant declaration which contains the keyword unique potentially leads to new axioms in the translation, as seen in figures 4.3 and 4.4. For each pair of unique constants of the same type, an inequality clause is axiomatized.

**Correctness.** "Declaring a constant with unique makes manifest that the constant has a value that is different from the values of other unique constants of the same type." [33] Therefore a new axiom must be introduced which contains an inequality clause for each pair of declared unique constants of the same type.

When translating the order specification, four cases must be handled:

**Empty parent-edge.** A constant $c$ of type $T$ declared with an empty parent-edge\(^2\) introduces one new axiom into the translation, depicted in figure 4.5.

\(^2\)Note that a non-existent parent-edge is not the same as an empty one. A non-existent parent-edge means nothing further is known about the parents, which is the default case also for Why3.
... type __T
constant __a: __T
constant __b: __T
constant __c: __T
constant __d: __T
axiom C0: (( __a ) \neq ( __b ))
axiom C1: (( __a ) \neq ( __c ))
axiom C2: (( __b ) \neq ( __c ))
... 

Figure 4.4: Translation of code in figure 4.3. For $n$ unique constants of the same type, the translation introduces $\binom{n}{2}$ axioms, each containing one inequality clause. Note that constant $d$ was not declared as unique, and is therefore not compared to the other constant, even though it is of the same type.

constant c
axiom C1: forall a:T. (a\neq c) \rightarrow \neg c <: a

Figure 4.5: Axiom to describe an empty parent edge for constant $c$.

Non-empty parent-edge. A constant $c$ of type $T$ declared with $n$ parents $p_1, \ldots, p_n$ introduces one new axiom, depicted in figure 4.6.

Complete parent relation. The complete keyword is analogous to the parent relation, but for children. Axiomatization is presented in figures 4.7 and 4.8.

Unique parent. The unique parent relation states that the subtrees of two different children of a node are distinct. Given $n$ different constants which have the same parent constant declared as unique, the translation introduces $\binom{n}{2}$ new axioms to produce equivalent semantics. The translation mechanism is illustrated in figures 4.9 and 4.4.

Correctness. The correctness of the axiomatization follows by definition of the keywords.

constant c, p_1, \ldots, p_n: T
axiom A1: forall t : T. c <: t \rightarrow c = t \mid || p_1 <: t \mid \ldots \mid || p_n <: t

Figure 4.6: Axiom to describe a non-empty parent edge for constant $c$. 
**Functions**

Boogie allows recursive functions to be non-terminating, whereas in WhyML each defined function must provably terminate [6]. Therefore functions cannot be translated one to one, but are instead axiomatized as demonstrated in figures 4.11 and 4.12. If-then-else structures are turned into implications while other expressions are turned into equalities within the axioms.

**Correctness.** The axiomatization ensures that each use of a function complies with the same constraints as in the original code. Whatever is provable within the translation must therefore also hold true in the original.

---

```plaintext
const c : T <: complete;
const p1 : T <: c;
dot
const pn : T <: c;
```

Figure 4.7: Example usage of the `complete` keyword within a parent relation.

```plaintext
const c, p1, ... , pn : T
axiom A1: forall t : T. t <: c → c=t || t <: p1 || ... || t <: pn
```

Figure 4.8: Axiomatization of the constant declaration in figure 4.7.

**4.4 Functions**

---

```plaintext
const p : T <: complete;
const c1 : T <: unique p;
dot
const cn : T <: unique p;
```

Figure 4.9: Example usage of the `unique` keyword within a parent relation.
Procedural and Implementation Declarations

In Boogie, each procedure consists of an optional body, a signature and \( n \geq 0 \) contracts \((m \geq 0)\). Additionally, \( n \geq 0 \) implementations can reference a procedure declaration. Each implementation acts as a separate and independent body of the procedure. Implementation declarations are allowed to make some syntactic changes to the signature, but must keep the semantics unchanged [33]:

- **Allowed syntactic changes**
  - Reorder type arguments.
  - Consistently rename type arguments.
  - Rename in- and out-parameters.

- **Semantics inherited from procedure declaration**
  - Specifications (i.e. pre- and post-conditions and modifies clauses).
  - Where-clauses.

The translation explicitly separates a procedure and all its implementations as seen in figures 4.13 and 4.14. Any renamed type arguments or in- and out-parameters are given their original name from the procedure declaration in
procedure p (xin: int) returns (result: int)
ensures xin ≤ result; //verified by each implementation
{
  assume xin ≤ result;
}

implementation p(xin2: int) returns (r: int)
{
  assume xin2 ≤ 4;
  r := 5;
}

implementation p(xin3: int) returns (res: int)
{
  res := xin3;
}

Figure 4.13: Procedure and implementation declarations in Boogie. Each implementation must fulfill the same contracts, but may rename parameters.

order to be consistent with the contracts\(^3\). For each procedure declaration, a new abstract function is generated with the corresponding signature and contracts (contract translation is described in more detail in section 4.5.3). These declarations do not need to verify their contracts, but instead are used when a procedure must be called. On the other hand, a new let declaration is introduced for each procedure body and implementation. These are never called, but are instead used to verify that the implementation fulfills the contracts. Correctness. Renaming type arguments does not change the semantics, and is therefore allowed. In Boogie all calls, including recursive calls, use the modular semantics where contracts are substituted for the body of the callee. This separation of body and signature emulates that behavior.

### 4.5.2 Procedure Calls

A procedure call is replaced by a call to the generated corresponding abstract function in WhyML. This separates the caller and callee traces just like in Boogie, as discussed in \([33]\). In Boogie all calls, including recursive calls, use the modular semantics where contracts are substituted for the body of the callee. In WhyML, in contrast, recursive calls with the non-modular semantics where the actual body of the callee is used can be implemented using the keyword rec. The translation, however, does not use this feature of the WhyML language since it would alter the Boogie semantics.

\(^3\) An alternative approach would have been to rename parameters within the contracts to match each new implementation. Both approaches are valid, as long as they are consistent.
... 

val __p (____xin: int ): int  

  returns{|____result → (( ____xin ) ≤ ( ____result )) } 

val _GLOBAL_LOCAL___p_____.result (): int  

let __p_IMPL0 (____xin: int ) : int  

  returns{|____result → (( ____xin ) ≤ ( ____result )) } 

  = ( ...  

  assume {(( ____xin ) ≤ ( ____result.contents )) }; 

  ____result.contents  

)  

let __p_IMPL1 (____xin: int ) : int  

  returns{|____result → (( ____xin ) ≤ ( ____result )) } 

  = ( ...  

  assume {(( ____xin ) ≤ ( 4 )) }; 

  ____result .contents ← 5 ; 

  ____result.contents  

)  

let __p_IMPL2 (____xin: int ) : int  

  returns{|____result → (( ____xin ) ≤ ( ____result )) } 

  = ( ...  

  ____result .contents ← ____xin ; 

  ____result.contents  

) 

... 

Figure 4.14: Automatic translation of procedure and implementation declarations. The val declaration can be used by calls, the let declarations need to be verified by Why3.
4.5.3 Procedure Contracts

When translating procedure contracts, one must pay attention to free pre- and postconditions. In contrast to standard contracts, these do not have to be checked, but may be assumed where appropriate. The method of translation is illustrated in figure 4.15.

Free preconditions are only attached to the let declarations, while free postconditions are only attached to the abstract functions. Non-free conditions are attached to both.

Correctness. As noted before, a procedure call in Boogie is replaced by a call to the translated abstract function in WhyML. In both cases, the caller must guarantee that the preconditions hold, and can in return assume the postconditions to be true. Free preconditions do not have to be verified by the caller, therefore they are not in the abstract function. However, free preconditions can be assumed by the callee, therefore they appear in the let declarations. On the other hand, free postconditions can be assumed to hold by the caller, therefore they can be found in the abstract function. Free postconditions do not have to be proven by the implementation (callee), therefore they must not appear in the let declarations.

4.5.4 Multiple outputs

Boogie has the option for procedures to return multiple values of potentially different types. To emulate this, the translation uses WhyML’s tuple type.

Correctness. Tuples are used to pass values after a function call, after which the single values can be separated again. Contracts may also reference each value of a tuple individually. Therefore the behavior is equivalent to Boogie’s.

4.6 Procedure and Implementation Bodies

Bodies of procedure and implementation declarations are translated using a fixed structure. It is presented in figure 4.16 and described in this section.
4.6.1 Local Variables

WhyML does not have local variables as they are known from Boogie. Instead it has a construct called local binding. The translation of a local variable declaration \texttt{var \: i : \: T;} is of the form \texttt{let \: i = ref (global_i()) in...}, where \texttt{global_i} must be defined as a global abstract function \texttt{val global_i():T}. The return parameter(s) are handled as if they were local variables.

\textbf{Correctness.} First we assume no where-clause is present (see next section for the other case). When a local variable is declared in Boogie, it can have any value which matches its type. This same effect is achieved by our translation, because abstract functions (without postconditions) can return any value of the given type, regardless how many times the function has been called. Finally, using \texttt{ref} as a wrapper makes the contents of the binding mutable, just like a local variable in Boogie.

4.6.2 Where-clause Statements

The second part of the body consists of several \texttt{assume} statements, namely one for each of the following where-clauses:

- input parameters of the current procedure signature
- output parameters of the current procedure signature
- local variables of the current body
- global variables

Notably, where-clauses from output parameters of other procedures are not included, as they become part of the corresponding \texttt{val} declaration's contracts.

\textbf{Correctness.} Where-clauses come into effect at two occasions: When a variable or parameter is initialized, and when \texttt{havoc} is called on them. Each where-clause can restrict (or bound) the possible values a variable or parameter can attain. Since all of the above mentioned values are initialized at the
beginning of a procedure, the bounds of the where-clause can be enforced with 
assume statements. Assignments to variables overwrite where-clauses, which is 
also the case for assume statements.

4.6.3 Return Emulation

The next part of the structure is the translation of all the statements within the 
body (excluding variable declarations), encapsulated by an exception handling. 
This is illustrated in lines 179 through 182 of 4.16. Finally, the last line returns 
the value of the output parameter, which was earlier defined as a local binding.

Correctness. If the original body contains no return statement, the trans-
lated body executes all other statements, and finally returns the correct output 
parameter. Assuming all the intermediate statements are translated correctly, 
then the returned values are equivalent in the original Boogie program and 
translated WhyML program.

If the original body contains one (or more) return statement(s), the translated 
program will throw an exception at the equivalent positions (see section 4.9). 
Such an exception is caught by the surrounding exception handling clause, and 
immediately afterward, the current value of the output parameter is returned. 
Since WhyML does not roll back any changes when an exception is thrown, the 
returned value is equivalent to the value returned in the Boogie program (again 
assuming the other statements are translated correctly).

4.7 Loops

Boogie supports the usual while loops with invariants, which can be translated 
one to one into WhyML’s while loop. Special care must only be taken when 
translating loops with the following properties:

• Wildcard ∗. If the exit condition is a wildcard expression, the translation 
  replaces it by a call to havoc_bool(), which is introduced in the preamble, 
  see section 4.19.

• Free invariant. A free invariant is translated into an equivalent invariant, 
  and two assume statements containing the same formula. One of these 
  statements is placed directly before the loop, the other is placed as the 
  last statement of the loop body. Additionally, for each non-free invariant, 
  we must generate two assert statements at the same locations. If there 
  are multiple invariants, the generated assume and assert statements retain 
  the same order as the declared invariants.

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 demonstrate how free invariants may be translated.

Since WhyML supports loop variants, invariant attributes could potentially 
be used to declare variants which are included in the translated programs. Section 6.3.1 discusses this further.

---

4I.e. assume i = 0; i := 1; does not lead to a contradiction, whereas assume i = 0; assume 
i = 1; is tantamount to false
Translation Scheme - Loops

while (*)

186 invariant inv0;
187 free invariant inv_free;
188 {
189 s;
190 }

Figure 4.17: Boogie loop with a free invariant.

assert {inv0};
assume {inv_free};
while havoc_bool() do
  invariant {inv0}
  invariant {inv_free}
  s;
  assert {inv0};
  assume {inv_free};
done;

Figure 4.18: Translation of free invariants.

Correctness. The wildcard expression states that the loop may execute any number of times, non-deterministically. The usage of the abstract function havoc_bool has the same effect since it non-deterministically returns either true or false each time it is called.

A free invariant may be assumed to hold true when appropriate, but does not have to be checked. Adding our two assume statements lets the invariant easily be checked in the translated program. The assert statements of non-free invariants must be added because the order of invariants matters when they are checked: An invariant inv0 declared before a free invariant inv1 must be checked without assuming inv1. Note that assume statements are needed for the generated WhyML programs to be amenable to verification. The assert statements on the other hand are needed for soundness - without them, the translation of the program in 4.19 would be verifiable, but the original is not.

while (*)
invariant false;
free invariant false;
{
  //do something
}

Figure 4.19: Unsound translation example without assert statements.
4.8 If-then-else

If-then-else structures can be translated one to one to the equivalent structure in WhyML. Wildcard expressions in the condition can be translated by calling the havoc_bool abstract function. **Correctness.** The structures in both languages behave the same. havoc_bool introduces the same non-determinism as the wildcard expression.

4.9 Break and return statements

Boogie's break and return statements can be simulated in WhyML using exceptions. To that extent, the two exceptions which are defined in the preamble are used.

While statements which contain a break in Boogie are translated by surrounding the resulting while statement with a try, followed by a clause which catches break exceptions. As soon as a break would occur, we can instead throw such an exception.

Return statements are translated similarly: The entire body of a procedure is surrounded by an exception handler, which catches and handles return exceptions. **Correctness.** If the original program contains one (or more) return or break statement(s), the translated program will throw an exception at the equivalent position(s). Such an exception is caught by the surrounding exception handling clause, and all variables retain their values. The exception handlers around while loops also don't catch return exceptions, so throwing a return exception inside a loop body is translated correctly. Since WhyML does not roll back any changes when an exception is thrown, the returned value is equivalent to the value returned in the Boogie program.

4.10 Havoc

The havoc statement in Boogie sets a variable v to an arbitrarily chosen value. To emulate this behavior, the preamble of the translation contains an abstract function havoc(x: α):α, which takes an argument of any type, and sets the result to the same type. **Correctness.** By definition, the returned value of an abstract function with no post-condition is non-deterministic, which is equivalent to Boogie's havoc feature. Section 4.12 discusses the case when variables contain where-clauses.

4.11 Call–forall

Call–forall statements are described in detail in [33]. Basically, they can be used as locally visible lemmas, without the burden of proof. I.e. the proof is carried out by the callee at some other point, and the caller may assume that the lemma is true. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 illustrate an example of how call–forall statements are translated. Assume we have procedure Lemma(x₁:T₁,...,xₙ:Tₙ) with n
arguments, where argument \( i \) is named \( x_i \) and is of type \( T_i \), for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \). Additionally, let the procedure contain \( m \) preconditions \( P_j, 1 \leq j \leq m \) and \( l \) postconditions \( Q_k, 1 \leq k \leq l \). Each input argument may of course appear in any pre- and postcondition. A call-forall statement may either use concrete variables, or the wild-card expression for each input argument of \texttt{Lemma}. The translation produces a statement of the form:

\[
\text{\texttt{assume}\{\texttt{forall} \; x_i : T_i, \ldots, x_i : T_i. (P_1 \land \ldots \land P_m) \rightarrow (Q_1 \land \ldots \land Q_l) \}}
\]

Each occurrence of a wildcard expression in the pre- and postconditions is substituted by the corresponding quantified variable of the correct type. Occurrences of concrete variables are not substituted.

**Correctness.** The translation directly applies the definition of call-forall statements, and is therefore correct.

### 4.12 Where-clauses

A variable which contains a where-clause introduces statements of the form \texttt{assume} \( e \), where \( e \) is the expression taken form the where-clause, at the following positions in the translation:

- After the variable is initialized. This includes the beginning of each \texttt{let} declaration.
• After havoc is called on the variable.

Additionally, for in- and out-parameters of procedure declarations, e is added as a post-condition of the corresponding abstract function and in the beginning of the procedure's body in the let declaration, if such a body exists.

**Correctness.** Follows from the definition of where-clauses given in [33]. Where-clauses bound the possible ranges of variables and parameters. These bounds can also be enforced using assume statements. Therefore the assume statements must be added at the aforementioned positions.

### 4.13 Goto statements

Several approaches exist to translate goto structures into semantically equivalent while- and if-statements [38][10]. Although all these approaches are sound, the resulting code is not particularly amenable to verification. However, in practice gotos are mainly used for one of the following cases:

- Introduce non-determinism
- Encode loops with variants and invariants

Using an example of programs generated by AutoProof [28], we show how such structured gotos can be translated to retain verifiability:

Figure 4.22 shows a code snippet taken from a Boogie program generated by AutoProof. It shows how gotos can be used to introduce non-determinism. Since all jumps are performed forwards, the structure can easily be rewritten using only if-then-else statements with wildcard expressions as conditions (figure 4.23), and therefore retain verifiability.

Figure 4.24 schematically shows how AutoProof uses gotos to encode loops from Eiffel. Using the general translation mechanism for gotos from [38], we get the structure presented in figure 4.25. Note that the invariants at lines 276 and 277 must be added to enable verification. Using this translation mechanism allows us to translate any goto structure into semantically equivalent while-loops, and add invariants needed for verification automatically for known cases.
implementation SUM_AND_MAX.invariant_admissibility_check(Current: ref)
{
    entry:
    goto pre, a2, a3;
    pre:
    return;
    a2:
        assume user_inv(Heap, Current);
        assert admissibility2(Heap, Current); // type:A2
        return;
    a3:
        assume user_inv(Heap, Current);
        assert admissibility3(Heap, Current); // type:A3
        return;
}

Figure 4.22: Non-determinism by goto.

let SUM_AND_MAX.invariant_admissibility_check(Current: ref)
=
[...]
if(havoc_bool()) then
    raise Return
else(
    if(havoc_bool()) then{
        assume {user_inv heap current};
        assert {admissibility2 heap current};
        raise Return
    }else{
        assume {user_inv Heap Current};
        assert {admissibility3 Heap, Current};
        raise Return
    }
)
[...]

Figure 4.23: Translation of figure 4.22 which retains verifiability.
### 4.14 Polymorphic Maps

Although WhyML also has polymorphic maps, a one to one translation does not work, as they are not as powerful as their Boogie counterparts. As an example, a global variable in Boogie of the form `var heap: <α>[ref,Field α]α;` is not directly translatable into WhyML. Instead, the translation of such a variable (or constant of such a type) can be performed in several steps:

1. Find all instantiations $I_0, I_1, ..., I_n$ of the type parameter $\alpha$ of the variable.
2. For each instantiation $I_i$, $0 \leq i \leq n$ create a new variable as follows in the translated program: `val heap_i: ref (map (ref, field $I_i$)) $I_i$`. Additionally create a variable with a newly introduced dummy type $I_D$.
3. Whenever `heap` is used in the original program, replace it with the corresponding new variable `heap_i` in the translated program.
4. Axioms and functions which use a type parameter for $\alpha$ are translated into $n + 1$ new equivalent structures, one for each instantiated type of `heap`, and for the dummy type.

**Correctness.** We may view polymorphic maps as a set of maps. This set contains $n$ maps, one for each instantiation. With this translation method we explicitly separate the maps of the set, while still axiomatizing them correctly. Finally, the dummy type covers the corner case where a variable is never instantiated.
let pc = ref 1 in
while not ¬(pc = -1) do
  invariant {invList} @@
  invariant {pc = -1 -> u_cond} @@
  if ¬(pc = 1) then (  
    assert {invList};
    let gotoChooser = someInt() in
    assume {0 ≤ gotoChooser ∧ gotoChooser ≤ 1};
    if gotoChooser = 0 then (  
      pc := 2;
    ) else (  
      if gotoChooser = 1 then (  
        pc := 3;
      ) else (  
        absurd;
      );
    );
  ) else (  
    if ¬pc = 2 then (  
      assume {not u_cond};
      stmtList2;
      assert {variant.decrease ∧ variant.positive};
      pc := 1;
    );
  );
  if ¬pc = 3 then (  
    assume {u_cond};
    pc := -1;
  );
done;

Figure 4.25: Translation of figure 4.24.
4.15 Frame clause

A procedure’s modifies clause contains a list of global variables which the current procedure may modify. The translator must add each variable from this list to a writes clause of the corresponding abstract function, but not to the let declaration.

Correctness. In Boogie, a global variable $v_i$ which is assigned to in the body of a procedure $p_1$ must be added to the modifies clause, while other global variables may be added. When a procedure $p_2$ calls $p_1$, $p_2$ must assume that the value of $v_i$ may have changed, with respect to $p_1$’s postconditions. By adding the same variable to the writes clause of the corresponding abstract function $p_1_{\_val}$, we make sure that callers in the translated program also know that $v_i$ might be modified. Note: We do not add it to the corresponding let declaration, because once the clause is added, Why3 enforces that any global variable which is read must be added to a reads clause. Since in our translation scheme let declarations are never called, this method is valid.

4.16 Triggers

Triggers can be translated one to one into WhyML triggers.

Correctness. Triggers do not influence correctness, only verifiability. Why3 passes triggers on to back-end provers which support them [12].

4.17 Axiom, Assume, Assert

These may all be translated directly into the corresponding WhyML structures.

4.18 Declaration order

Programs in both verification languages consist of several top level declarations such as axioms, procedures, functions etc. However a main difference of the two is that in Boogie, any declaration may be called or accessed at any point, whereas in WhyML only elements which were defined previously are visible. Therefore the automatic translation is required to reorder declarations and explicitly split up procedure contracts and bodies. The translated declarations are always reordered as follows:

1. **Type Declarations.** Type declarations which reference other type declarations must be inserted later. Circular type declarations are not allowed in Boogie.

2. **Global Variable Declarations.**

3. **Functions / Predicates.**
4. **Axioms.**

5. **Abstract Functions.** These are declared using the keyword `val`. They roughly correspond to procedure declarations without a body in Boogie.

6. **let declarations.** Each procedure body is translated into one of these.

7. **Rest.**

The class `DeclarationReordering` is used to perform this second-to-last step of the translation on the WhyML AST, before the code is written to a file.

**Correctness.** Declarations which we add first cannot reference declarations which are added later. Therefore we ensure that anything which is referenced within the translated program is declared first. Note that it is important for the translation to axiomatize functions, as described in section 4.4. Otherwise two functions which reference each other could not be declared, as each would have to be defined before the other.

### 4.19 Preamble

The preamble is predefined code which is introduced at the beginning of every translation, presented in figure 4.26. Lines 304 through 314 import useful theories from Why3’s standard library [19]. `bool`, `int` and `real` are self-explanatory counterparts of Boogie’s primitive types. `map` is used to emulate Boogie’s (possibly polymorphic) map type denoted by `{`. `ref` is used as a wrapper for mutable variables. Lines 316 and 317 introduce functions which offer the ability to emulate Boogie’s havoc statement, described further in section 4.10. Boogie’s partial order operator `<:` is introduced and axiomatized as such in lines 320 through 326. Next, lines 328 and 329 introduce two exceptions which are used in place of Boogie’s break and return statements. Further details on how exactly can be found in section 4.9. Finally the last two lines provide syntactic sugar to rename conversion functions from `int` to `real` and vice versa, to match the equivalent functions from Boogie [26].
use import bool.Bool
use import map.Map
use import ref.Ref
use import int.Int
use import int.EuclideanDivision
use import real.RealInfix
use import real.FromInt
use import real.PowerReal

val havoc (_x: α): α
val havoc_bool (): bool

(* define and axiomatize Boogie’s partial order operator. *)
predicate (≺) (_x: α) (_y: α)
(* reflexive *)
axiom ReflexivePartialOrder: forall _a: α . ((( _a ) ≺ ( _a )))
(* transitive *)
axiom TransitivePartialOrder: forall _a _b _c: α . (((((( _a ) ≺ ( _b )) )&(( _b ) ≺ ( _c )) )) )→ ((( _a ) ≺ ( _c )))
(* antisymmetric *)
axiom AntiymmetricPartialorder:forall _a _b: α . (((((( _a ) ≺ ( _b )) )&(( _b ) ≺ ( _a )) )) )→ ((( _a ) = ( _b )))

exception Return
exception Break

function real (_x: int ): real =
(from_int (_x ))
function int (_x: real ): int =
(floor (_x ))

(* Preamble End *)

Figure 4.26: Predefined code at the beginning of each translation.
Chapter 5

Translator API & CLI

5.1 CLI

5.1.1 Requirements

In order to execute the translation program, a Java runtime with version 8 or higher is required. Boogie2Why3 – the program to perform the translation – can be downloaded as a jar file from [1].

5.1.2 Documentation

Boogie2Why3 takes one mandatory input argument:

1. Input file name. Can be given as a path to a file, or a file name in the working directory. This file must contain legal Boogie code.

Afterwards, it takes the following optional arguments:

1. Output file name. Can be given as a path to a file, or a file name in the working directory. If no such file exists, it is created. If the specified file exists, the output is appended to it.

2. The parameter "-debug". In this case the program goes into debug mode and outputs information and warnings on the console. This parameter does not affect the generated WhyML translation.

3. The parameter "-h" to display the cli documentation on the console.

If no output file is specified, the translation is printed to the console. If there are no arguments at all, the cli documentation is displayed.
5.1.3 Examples

Quiet translation

To execute a translation, the command from figure 5.1 can be executed in a shell which has access to the executable jar file.

```
> java -jar Boogie2Why3.jar input.bpl output.mlw
```

Figure 5.1: CLI example in standard mode.

Since this is not executed in debug mode ("-debug"), no information is displayed on the console during the translation.

Debug translation

To execute a translation with information, the command must be adjusted as seen in figure 5.2:

```
> java -jar Boogie2Why3.jar input.bpl output.mlw -debug
```

Figure 5.2: CLI example in debug mode.

Help

In order for the program to display a documentation the "-h" command can be used as seen in figure 5.3

```
> java -jar Boogie2Why3.jar -h
```

Figure 5.3: CLI example to display documentation.

5.2 API

5.2.1 Requirements

The source code of the project can be obtained from [1]. It requires Java SDK version 8 or higher. The only additionally needed library is our modified version of BoogieAmp, which is included in the project. The project can easily be
5.2.2 Documentation - Main translation

As seen in chapter 3, the translation operates in several consecutive steps. Each step can be accessed with specific API calls which are documented in this section.

Step 1 - Parser and AST generation

To parse a Boogie file and produce an AST we use BoogieAmp’s API, namely the ProgramFactory class, as seen in figure 5.4. This gives access to an array of all the declarations defined in the Boogie file through the following command:

\[ \text{pf.getASTRoot().getDeclarations();} \]

Steps 2 & 3 - Translate Boogie AST into WhyML AST

The code in 5.5 demonstrates how to execute the translation of the generated Boogie AST. The result is a WhyML module. Lines 352 and 353 create a new translator and execute all the necessary steps. This includes attaching the preamble, renaming variables where necessary and reordering the declarations. Line 355 creates a new WhyML module with the given name and comment, while the last line fills this module with the translated declarations.

Step 4 - Outputting WhyML code

The last step - writing code to a file based on the AST - is performed by the class ModulePrinterVisitor, as seen in listing 5.6. Using the visitor pattern, each node of the abstract syntax tree is accessed and corresponding code is generated. The code is stored as a list of strings, where each new element of the list represents a new line. Finally this list is traversed and written to a specified file (359).
//parse input
String boogieFileName = "input.bpl"
ProgramFactory pf;
try {
  pf = new ProgramFactory(boogieFileName);
} catch (Exception e) {
  Log.error(e);
  return;
}
//access AST
pf.getASTRoot();

Figure 5.4: Parsing a Boogie file and creating the corresponding AST.

//execute translation
BoogieTranslator bt = new BoogieTranslator();
List<Declaration> translatedDeclarations = bt.translate(pf);
//fill new WhyML module with translation
Module translationModule = new Module("Translation", "This translation was automatically generated.");
translationModule.addDeclarations(translatedDeclarations);

Figure 5.5: Translating a Boogie AST into a semantically equivalent WhyML AST.

ModulePrinterVisitor mpv = new ModulePrinterVisitor(translationModule);
List<String> printableModule = mpv.printModuleToString();
ModulePrinterVisitor.printToFile(printableModule,"output.mlw");

Figure 5.6: Writing WhyML code to a file.
5.2.3 API Extensions

In this section we explain how a programmer can write extensions for our tool. The first step in writing an extension for the translator is to find out on what part the extension should operate:

1. Boogie AST
2. WhyML AST
3. Both

For the first two cases one can simply provide a new implementation for one of the interfaces boogie.ast.ASTVisitor and whyML.ASTVisitor, respectively. Examples include the classes ProcedureBodyFactory and ModulePrinterVisitor. Once such a visitor exists, it can be added to the workflow where appropriate. For the third case, either a combination of the two visitors can be used, or the class BoogieTranslator can be modified. BoogieTranslator visits all nodes of the Boogie AST and generates a corresponding WhyML AST. A programmer therefore has access to the Boogie AST, and can influence the creation of the WhyML AST.
Chapter 6

Evaluation

This chapter evaluates the current state of our translator Boogie2Why3. The first section presents the different benchmark programs with which we tested the translator. Section 6.2 discusses which benchmarks produced a valid translation which we could verify. The last section 6.3 presents which benefits a programmer gains from the translator, and what limits the translator has in its current state.

6.1 Benchmark Programs

Table 6.1 lists all programs which we used as benchmarks for the translator. Column LOC contains the lines of code. The next three columns display the amount of procedures, functions and axioms in each Boogie program. The last column shows the amount of pre- and postconditions, invariants, and assert statements in the Boogie programs, i.e. all constructs which must be checked, added up in that order. The entries of the table are sorted by increasing LOC of the input programs.

Table 6.2 describes the translated benchmarks into WhyML. Columns "auto LOC" and "manual LOC" contain lines of code of the automatically and manually translated programs. For the automatically translated programs, the preamble always accounts for 35 lines. The last two columns describe how many functions and axioms are in the automatically translated programs. The preamble contains 2 functions and 3 axioms.

We collected the source codes of all benchmarks at [1]. Each program was either written by us for this thesis, or obtained from one of the following open source repositories: [16][11]. We now briefly present each program and the most challenging aspects regarding their translations.
Table 6.1: Boogie Benchmark programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>#procedures</th>
<th>#functions</th>
<th>#axioms</th>
<th>#specification items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Search</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1+3+2+0 =6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation By Copy</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1+1+4+0 =6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Crook</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0+2+2+0 =4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Search</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3+7+2+0 =12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer &amp; Real Ops</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0+15+0+0 =15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubble Sort</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1+4+10+0 =15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Search Tree</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11+8+18+0 =37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8+15+0+12 =35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation By Reversal</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21+18+12+9 =60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoProof</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>45+42+0+23 =110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.1 Linear Search

Iterates through an array represented as a map and searches for a value. Figure 6.1 shows the program.

**Demonstrated features.**

- return statement
- local variable

6.1.2 Rotation By Copy

Left rotates an array represented as a map by r positions. The elements of the array are copied to their new positions. The source code is presented in figure 6.2.

**Demonstrated features.**

- return statement
- axiomatized functions within postconditions which need to be verified
### Table 6.2: Translations of benchmark programs in table 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>auto LOC</th>
<th>manual LOC</th>
<th>#functions</th>
<th>#axioms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Search</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation By Copy</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Crook</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Search</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer &amp; Real Ops</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubble Sort</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Search Tree</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation By Reversal</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```c
// 'arr' is an "array" of size 'size'. If it contains the element 'val', its index is returned. Otherwise -1 is returned.

procedure LinearSearch(arr: [int]int, size: int, val:int) returns (index: int)
  requires size ≥ 0;
  ensures (index = -1 ∨ (arr[index] = val ∧ index ≥ 0 ∧ index < size));
  ensures (∀ i:int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < size ∧ arr[i] = val) ⇒
    (index ≥ 0 ∧ index < size ∧ arr[index] = val); //if the array contians val, then the correct index is returned.
  ensures (¬(∃ i:int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < size ∧ arr[i] = val) ⇒
    index = -1); //if the array does not contain val, then -1 is returned.

{index := 0;
 while(index < size)
  invariant index ≤ size;
  invariant (∀ i:int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < index ⇒ arr[i] ≠ val);
  {
    if (arr[index] = val){ return; }
    index := index + 1;
  }
  index := -1;
}
```

Figure 6.1: Linear Search benchmark.
function seq(a: [int]int, low: int, high: int) returns([int]int);

axiom (\( \forall a: [\text{int}]\text{int}, \text{low}: \text{int}, \text{high}: \text{int}, i: \text{int} \cdot \theta \leq i \land i < \text{high} - \text{low} \implies \text{seq}(a, \text{low}, \text{high})[i] = a[\text{low} + i]));

// i mod N
function wrap(i: int, N: int) returns(int);

axiom (\( \forall i, N: \text{int} \cdot 0 \leq i \land i < N \implies \text{wrap}(i, N) = i \)));

axiom (\( \forall i, N: \text{int} \cdot 0 < N \land N \leq i \implies \text{wrap}(i, N) = \text{wrap}(i - N, N) \));

// Left-rotated sequence of a[low..high) at r (directly defined using wrap)
function rot(a: [int]int, low: int, high: int, r: int) returns([int]int);

axiom (\( \forall a: [\text{int}]\text{int}, \text{low}: \text{int}, \text{high}: \text{int}, i, r: \text{int} \cdot 0 \leq r \land r < \text{high} - \text{low} \land 0 \leq i \land i < \text{high} - \text{low} \implies \text{rot}(a, \text{low}, \text{high}, r)[i] = \text{seq}(a, \text{low}, \text{high})[\text{wrap}(i + r, \text{high} - \text{low})] \));

// Left-rotate a by r by copying
procedure rotate_copy(a: [int]int, N: int, r: int) returns(b: [int]int);

requires \( 0 \leq r \land r < N \);

ensures (\( \forall i: \text{int} \cdot 0 \leq i \land i < N \implies \text{seq}(b, 0, N)[i] = \text{rot}(a, 0, N, r)[i] \));

{ var s, d: int;
  if (r = 0) {
    // In this case, rotation coincide with identity
    b := a;
    return;
  }
  s := 0;
  d := N - r;
  while (s < N)
  { invariant (\( 0 \leq s \land s \leq N \));
    invariant (d = \text{wrap}(s + N - r, N));
    invariant (\( 0 \leq d \land d < N \));
    invariant (\( \forall i: \text{int} \cdot 0 \leq i \land i < s \implies \text{seq}(a, 0, N)[i] = \text{seq}(b, 0, N)[\text{wrap}(i + N - r, N)] \));
    b[d] := a[s];
    s := s + 1;
    d := d + 1;
    if (d = N) {
      d := 0;
    }
  }
}

Figure 6.2: Rotation By Copy Benchmark.
procedure realPower() returns (res: real)
ensures res = 8.0; //NOT verifiable in boogie.
{
    res := 2.0**3.0;
}

Figure 6.3: Power operator which is not verifiable by Boogie.

6.1.3 Welfare Crook

Annotated algorithm to find the smallest equal entry of three arrays.

Demonstrated features.

- Unique constants
- Multiple return parameters
- Type declaration

6.1.4 Binary Search

Verified implementation of the well known searching algorithm binary search.

Demonstrated features.

- User defined types
- Procedure calls

6.1.5 Integer & Real Ops

Contains operations on integers and reals. Boogie has a power operator on reals: real ** real → real, but cannot verify calculations on such operators. The automatically translated program can be verified by some back-end provers automatically, see section 6.2. Figure 6.3 shows the procedure which contains the mentioned operator.

Demonstrated features.

- Operators on integers, such as mod and div
- Power operator on reals(**)
- Conversion functions and operators from int to real and vice-versa.
6.1.6 Bubble Sort

Verified implementation of the well known sorting algorithm bubble sort [42].
The most important parts are presented in figure 6.4.

Demonstrated features.

- User defined types
- Array assignment
- Procedure call
- Multiple loop invariants
- Free postcondition
- Functions with a body

6.1.7 Binary Search Tree

Representation of a binary search tree with the following operations implemented as procedures and proven correct: Searching for a node, Finding the node with minimum value in a subtree, and adding nodes to the tree. The most important code snippets are in figure 6.5.

Demonstrated features.

- User defined types
- Constants
- Global Variables
- Frame clause
procedure swap (a: array T, i, j: int) returns(b: array T)
// elements in positions i,j are swapped
ensures ( b[i] = a[j] ∧ b[j] = a[i] );
// all other elements are unchanged
ensures ( ∀ k: int • k ≠ i ∧ k ≠ j ⇒ b[k] = a[k] );
// the output is a permutation of the input (not proved)
free ensures ( perm (a, b) );
{
  var tmp: T;
  b := a;
  tmp := b[i];
  b[i] := b[j];
  b[j] := tmp;
}

procedure bubble_sort_improved (old_a: array T, n: int)
returns(a: array T)
requires n ≥ 1;
ensures perm (a, old_a);
ensures sorted (a, 1, n);
{
  var i, j: int;
  a := old_a;
  i := n;
  while ( i ≠ 1 )
    invariant ( 1 ≤ i ∧ i ≤ n );
    invariant ( perm (a, old_a) );
    invariant ( sorted (a, i, n) );
    invariant ( i < n ⇒ less_equal_pivot (a[i + 1], a, 1, i) );
    j := 1;
    while ( j ≠ i )
      invariant ( 1 ≤ i ∧ i ≤ n );
      invariant ( 1 ≤ j ∧ j ≤ i );
      invariant ( perm (a, old.a) );
      invariant ( sorted (a, i, n) );
      invariant ( i < n ⇒ less_equal_pivot (a[i + 1], a, 1, i) );
      invariant ( less_equal_pivot (a[j], a, 1, j) );
      if ( ¬(a[j] <: a[j + 1]) ) {
        call a := swap (a, j, j + 1);
      }
      j := j + 1;
  }
}

Figure 6.4: Most important parts of Bubble Sort benchmark.
// Node type, Value (key) type, Node --> Node, Node --> Value, children, parent, values, root

470 type ref; type int = int; type LINK = [ref] ref; type VAL = [ref] int;
471 const Void: ref;
472 var left, right, parent: LINK; var value: VAL; var root: ref;
473 [...]

474 // binary tree invariant
475 function is_tree(l: LINK, r: LINK, p: LINK, v: VAL) returns (bool);
476 axiom (∀ l, r, p: LINK, v: VAL, n: ref • is_tree(l, r, p, v) ∧ n ≠ Void ∧ p[n] ≠ Void ⇒ n = r[p[n]] ∨ n = l[p[n]] );
477 [...]

478 // Add ‘node’ to the tree
479 procedure put_bst (node: ref) returns (Result: ref)
480 requires is_bst(left, right, parent, value);
481 [...]
482 modifies left, right, parent, root;
483 ensures parent[root] = Void;
484 ensures in(left, right, parent, value, root, node);
485 ensures is_bst(left, right, parent, value);
486 {
487 var x, y: ref;
488 y := Void;
489 x := root;
490 while (x ≠ Void)
491 invariant is_bst(left, right, parent, value);
492 invariant in(left, right, parent, value, root, x);
493 invariant y ≠ Void ⇒ left[y] = x ∨ right[y] = x;
494 invariant y ≠ Void ⇒ in(left, right, parent, value, root, y);
495 invariant root ≠ Void ∧ x = Void ⇒ y ≠ Void;
496 invariant x = Void ⇒ inode(left, right, parent, value, root, value[node]) = y;
497 invariant x ≠ Void ⇒ inode(left, right, parent, value, root, value[node]) = inode(left, right, parent, value, x, value[node]);
498 {
499 y := x;
500 if (value[node] < value[x]) {x := left[x];}
501 else {x := right[x];}
502 }
503 parent[node] := y;
504 if (y = Void) {root := node;}
505 else {
506 if (value[node] < value[y]) {left[y] := node;}
507 else {right[y] := node;}
508 }
509 }
510 [...]

Figure 6.5: Important snippets from the Binary Search Tree Snippet.
6.1.8 Miscellaneous

This benchmark is a collection of 10 programs. It tests the correctness of our implementation for different constructs and corner cases. These programs are not meant to be particularly difficult to verify, but to make use of features of Boogie.

Demonstrated features.

- Arithmetic and boolean operations
- Map operations
- Assignments
- Recursive function definitions
- Global variable declarations
- Declaration reordering
- Where-clauses for variables, and input and output parameters
- Procedures with multiple implementations
- Frame clause
- Shadowed variables
- Type declarations

6.1.9 Rotation By Reversal

Rotation of an array by r positions by reversing sequences. [15] discusses the algorithm in detail. The most important part of the code is presented in figure 6.6.

Demonstrated features.

- \( \text{call } \forall \)

6.1.10 AutoProof

This benchmark program was generated by AutoProof [28]. It encodes an Eiffel program which calculates the sum of all elements of an array, and also finds the maximum value of the array. The Eiffel program and generated Boogie program can be found at [1]. The current version of our tool cannot translate this Boogie program, because the support for polymorphic maps hasn’t been implemented yet. AutoProof uses polymorphic maps to encode the heap.
// Left-rotate a by r by performing three reversals.
// Key correctness argument: if |X| = r and |Y| = N − r,
// then \( \text{rot}(X, Y, r) = \text{rev}(\text{rev}(X) \text{rev}(Y)) \)

// Y X

procedure rotate_reverse(a: [int]int, N: int, r: int) returns (b: [int]int)

requires 0 ≤ r ∧ r < N;

ensures (∀ i: int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < N ⇒ seq(b, 0, N)[i] = rot(a, 0, N, r)[i]);

{ b := a;
  call b := reverse(b, 0, r);
  call b := reverse(b, r, N);
  assert (∀ i: int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < r ⇒ seq(b, 0, r)[i] = rev(a, 0, r)[i]);
  assert (∀ i: int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < N − r ⇒ seq(b, r, N)[i] = rev(a, r, N)[i]);
  call ∀ lemma_rev_cat_2(a, 0, r, a, r, N, b, *);
  assert (∀ i: int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < r ⇒ rev(b, 0, r)[i] = seq(a, 0, r)[i]);
  assert (∀ i: int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < N − r ⇒ rev(b, r, N)[i] = seq(a, r, N)[i]);
  call b := reverse(b, 0, N);
  assert (∀ i: int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < N − r ⇒ seq(b, 0, N)[i] = seq(a, r, N)[i]);
  assert (∀ i: int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < N − r ⇒ seq(b, 0, N)[i + N − r] = seq(a, 0, r)[i]);
  //call ∀ lemma_rot(a, 0, N, r, *);
  //replaces call-∀ statement
  assume {
    ∀ p:int { (0 ≤ N) ∧ (0 ≤ r ∧ r < N − θ) ∧ (0 ≤ p ∧ p < N − θ) \( \implies \) rot(a, θ, N, r)[p] = seq(a, θ, N)[wrap(r + p, N − θ)]
  }
  assert (∀ i: int • 0 ≤ i ∧ i < N − r ⇒ rot(a, θ, N, r)[i] = seq(b, θ, N)[i]);
}

Figure 6.6: Rotation By Reversal Benchmark.
6.2 Verifiability

This section discusses how amenable the automatically translated programs are to verification. Table 6.3 summarizes the results of our evaluation. The first column states how long Boogie needed to prove a program correct. The next four columns refer to the verification time of the automatically translated programs in Why3, using different back-end provers. All times are in seconds, rounded to two decimal places. To time Boogie, we used a script which queries the current time before boogie starts and after boogie terminates. Why3 offers a timing service integrated within the IDE. However, since that measures system time, and our Boogie script measures clock time for Why3 using the unix time command. Cells containing only a number indicate the running time of a successful back-end prover. Cells with an \( f \) followed by two numbers of the form \( x/y \) indicate a failed attempt\(^1\), where \( x \) out of \( y \) generated goals could not be proven. Finally, the last column states whether Why3 could successfully prove the program, using either a single or a combination of back-ends.

For our evaluation we used Boogie version 2.2.30705.1126 with Z3 version 4.3.2, running on a 64 bit Windows 8.1 notebook with Intel i7-5500U CPU@2.4GHz and 12 GB ram. All of Boogie’s settings were set to default. We executed Why3 version 0.86.1 on the same machine, inside a VirtualBox VM \cite{29} emulating Ubuntu 15.04. Settings were set to 10 second time-limit and 2000MB available memory per goal.

Some interesting notes on the verification process:

- By default, Boogie infers some invariants \cite{25}. This is the case for our “Linear Search” program, where Boogie automatically infers the invariant \( i \geq 0 \) and is able to verify the program. For the translated program, we needed to add the invariant manually for the provers to succeed.

- The translation of the binary search tree could be proven by Alt-Ergo alone. The stated time of 12.08s does not violate the time-limit, because Why3 generates three goals for the program. Also, while neither Z3 nor CVC4 could prove the program to be correct, together they can handle the task: each is able to prove the missing goal of the other.

- From the misc benchmark, the failed goal of CVC3 and Alt-Ergo is \((\text{fib } 8)=21\), where \text{fib} is the axiomatized Fibonacci function.

- CVC3 exited with failure messages in several instances. The other provers simply ran into a timeout for the cases where they didn’t succeed.

- Rotation by reversal can be proven by Boogie version 4.1 with the included call-forall statements. Since newer versions of Boogie have dropped support for call-forall, we manually replaced all occurrences by an equivalent assume statement according to the definition of call-forall \cite{33}. However, after replacing these statements, Boogie is not able to verify the program anymore. This might explain why the translated program is not verifiable either.

\(^1\)either by timeout or exit code
## Evaluation - Benefits and limits of our translator

### 6.3 Benefits and limits of our translator

In this section we present how a programmer might benefit from our tool, and in which cases the tool reaches its limits.

#### 6.3.1 Use Cases

**Writing tests.**

The Why3 system has the ability to execute programs natively. When a program cannot be verified, it might indicate a faulty implementation. Being able to execute programs on some test cases might help find the mistake. Figure 6.7 shows an example test case for the Linear Search program. It can be executed with the command `why3 execute Linear_search.ml LinearSearch.testcase`. Although not native to Boogie, a tool which can execute Boogie programs is introduced in [32].

**Back-end provers.**

As mentioned before, Why3 can generate verification conditions for an extensive list of back-end provers, including interactive ones. As seen in section 6.2, these provers can be used together to discharge different proof obligations of a

---

### Table 6.3: Verification times of automatically translated benchmark programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Boogie</th>
<th>Z3</th>
<th>Why</th>
<th>Alt-Ergo</th>
<th>combo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Search</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation By Copy</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Crook</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>7.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Search</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer &amp; Real Op</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubble Sort</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>7.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Search Tree</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation By Reversal</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Boogie defines a power operator on reals, but cannot verify any procedures which contain such operations. The translated program can be verified by back-ends such as Z3 and Alt-ergo. While Z3 takes relatively long for the task (4.68 seconds), Alt-ergo can prove it almost instantaneously (0.34 seconds). In return, Alt-ergo takes longer to verify conversion functions between int and real.
program. When SMT solvers fail, an experienced user may use an interactive prover for the remaining goals.

**Triggers**

Related to back-end provers are triggers. Why3 passes triggers on to back-end SMT solvers when possible [12]. Different solvers might show better performance with different triggers. Our tool is able to translate triggers automatically.

**Prove termination.**

Why3 issues a warning when a loop may diverge. In such a case a user can add a variant to the loop to prove its termination. The importance of this can be illustrated using the bubble sort benchmark from section 6.1.6: The local variable \( i \) of the last procedure is never decreased within the loop, therefore the loop never terminates (for \( n > 1 \)). Nevertheless, Boogie can discharge all proof obligations and state that all postconditions are valid. Why3 does the same, but warns us that the loop may diverge. Once we add the line \( i := i - 1 \) as the last statement of the outermost loop to the Boogie program, we are also able to add a variant to the translation and prove its termination.

**Call forall.**

In its latest version, Boogie has dropped support for call forall statements. Our tool is able to replace these statements by semantically equivalent assume statements. Using our API, a Boogie program with these statements replaced can also be generated and printed, using the command `pf.toFile()`.

**Real operations.**

The built-in type `real` has been added recently to the Boogie language [26]. However, verification of certain operators such as the power operator (`**`) is not

```ocaml
let testcase () =
  let n = 5 in
  let _val = 9 in
  let a = const 0 in
  let a = set a 0 3 in
  let a = set a 1 7 in
  let a = set a 2 1 in
  let a = set a 3 9 in
  let a = set a 4 11 in
  linear_search a n _val
```

Figure 6.7: Executable test case for the linear search benchmark.
Evaluation - Benefits and limits of our translator

---

```plaintext
procedure bitVector()
{
    assert 3bv3 = (13bv6 ++ 4bv3)[5:2];
}
```

Figure 6.8: Example usage of bit-vectors in Boogie.

possible yet. The automatically translated program can handle the verification, as seen in section 6.2.

### 6.3.2 Limitations of the implementation

**Bit-vectors**

Support for bit-vectors has not been implemented yet. The newest version of Why3 contains a theory for bit-vectors, although it doesn’t support conversion from integers to bit-vectors yet, and therefore cannot yet handle all of Boogies operations. An example program performing concatenation and extraction operations on bit-vectors is presented in figure 6.8.

**Attributes**

Attributes have no fixed meaning in Boogie. In the current implementation, all attributes are ignored. Support for specific commands can easily be added to the translator, e.g., using a new visitor. An example usage might be to add support for loop variants, as we discuss in section 7.2.

**Goto**

Goto structures are not supported in the current version of the tool. Translating generally nested goto structures into semantically equivalent structures available in WhyML while maintaining provability is a difficult task. Several translation algorithms exist which preserve the semantics, such as the one presented in [38]. For specific applications, of which the goto structures are known beforehand, the translation can be adapted to maintain provability, see section 4.13. Figure 6.9 presents an example usage of `goto` to introduce uncertainty into a program.

**Polymorphic maps**

Boogie supports polymorphic maps of the form `var Heap: <alpha>[Ref , Field alpha] alpha;` [34] [35]. WhyML also has a kind of polymorphic map, however it is more limited, as e.g., global variables cannot be of such a type. A one-to-one
translation is therefore not possible. Although support isn’t implemented yet, we show how such maps may be translated in section 4.14.

```plaintext
procedure Goto()
{
    // chose a path non-deterministically
    goto label1, label2;
    label1:
    // do something
    return;
    label2:
    // do something else
    return;
}
```

Figure 6.9: Example usage of gotos in Boogie.
Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Conclusions

With this thesis we designed and implemented an automatic translation mechanism between two intermediate verification languages, namely from Boogie to WhyML. Our tool can handle most of Boogie's constructs to produce semantically equivalent WhyML programs. For the constructs which are not implemented yet, we stated how the translation mechanism can be extended. Using different benchmark programs, we showed that the generated programs retain their provability. Finally, we demonstrated several scenarios in which our tool is beneficial to a programmer.

7.2 Future Work

The most obvious first step in extending the tool is implementing support for the missing constructs, namely goto and polymorphic maps. Once that is added, the tool can be tested with output from verification systems that use Boogie as an IVL, such as AutoProof. Such systems may then additionally use Why3 as an IVL, without having to modify their output.

To further improve provability of programs, we could perhaps make use of WhyML's functional programming style. The current translation method keeps the general structure of programs intact: (Boogie) loops are translated into (WhyML) loops for example. This new method would replace imperative constructs by functional ones - a loop with invariants would be replaced by a recursive let declaration with pre- and postconditions. Figure 7.1 demonstrates how we manually translated the loop from the linear search program using a functional programming style. It would be interesting to evaluate whether such a translation produces better results regarding provability.

Furthermore, variants could be added as attributes to Boogie programs, e.g.
as follows: \texttt{invariant \{variant:n-i\} true}; This would allow the translator to automatically add them to the generated WhyML programs, and subsequently prove termination of Boogie programs.
predicate invariant1 (tuple: (int, (map int int), int, int))
    = let (_index, _arr, _size, _val) = tuple in
      (0 ≤ _index)

predicate invariant2 (tuple: (int, (map int int), int, int))
    = let (_index, _arr, _size, _val) = tuple in
      (_index ≤ _size)

predicate invariant3 (tuple: (int, (map int int), int, int))
    = let (_index, _arr, _size, _val) = tuple in
      (forall i:int. 0 ≤ i && i < _index → _arr[i] ≠ _val)

let rec whileLoop (_index: int) (_arr: map int int) (_size: int) (_val: int)
    : ((int), (map int int), (int), (int))
requires {invariant1 (_index, _arr, _size, _val)}
requires {invariant2 (_index, _arr, _size, _val)}
requires {invariant3 (_index, _arr, _size, _val)}
ensures {invariant1 result}
ensures {invariant2 result}
ensures {invariant3 result}
ensures {
(exists i:int. 0 ≤ i && i < _size && _arr[i] = _val) → false}
ensures {
let (_indexB, _arrB, _sizeB, _valB) = result in
  _arr = _arrB && _val = _valB && _size = _sizeB
}
raises {Return i → _arr[i] = _val}
raises {Return i → i ≥ 0}
raises {Return i → i < _size}
variant {_size - _index - 1}

if (_index < _size) then (*loop condition*)
  (if (_arr[_index] = _val) then
    raise (Return _index);
  );
let _index2 = _index + 1 in
let (res_index, res_arr, res_size, res_val) = (whileLoop _index2 _arr _size _val) in
(res_index, res_arr, res_size, res_val)
else
  (...)

Figure 7.1: Manual translation of the linear search benchmark using a functional programming style.
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